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Abstract: 

Individuals are living pressure ridden lives, be it stress emerging from occupations, profession, connections 

or account. Consequently they are experiencing different psychosomatic issues as a result of expanding 

stressors throughout everyday life. With the progression of mental treatment and arranging, we have 

numerous sorts of treatments accessible, for example, psychotherapy, conduct treatment, psychological 

conduct treatment and so forth. Be that as it may, our old sacred writings like the Bhagwad Gita have as of 

now depicted our human everyday stresses and how a man should handle everyday issues. The Bhagwad 

Gita is a key to all stresses and nerves which was spoken by Lord Krishna in the clash of Kuruksehtra-

Mahabharata. Bhagwad Gita indicates down to earth and genuine utilizations of approaches to adapt to 

everyday stressors people face in their everyday life. This paper underlines essential comprehension of the 

standards of the Bhagwad Gita and its application in everyday life as a successful instrument for the 

executives and adapting of pressure. 
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Introduction: 

 One of the best commitments of India to the world is Holy Gita which is viewed as one of the 

principal divine revelations. The Bhagwad Gita is a principle of well known fact. The Bhagwad Gita 

manages the most sacrosanct supernatural science. The Bhagwad Gita an antiquated Hindu sacred writing is 

intended for individuals of each area what's more, age. The Bhagwad Gita is additionally a key expert 

(Bartley, 2011, p. 134). The Bhagwad Gita needs no presentation and is similarly regarded in Eastern and 

Western culture. As the Bhagwad Gita bargains with human everyday stresses, nerves and restraints which 

individuals publicity to time in regular daily existence circumstances? Consequently, it is similarly powerful 

of individuals of any sexual orientation, race, religion or culture. The Bhagwad Gita is the quintessence of 

the Vedas and Upanishads. It is brahma vidya and further more a shastra of yoga. 

 "Yoga" can be explain from multiple points of view: Yoga can be described as Samadhi; Yoga 

likewise implies wonderful forces, Yoga can likewise mean connection. Here, the yoga shastra portrays the 

condition of Samadhi in which every one of the ethics of one's chitt ought to be centered around show type 

of Parabrahman, Swami Chidbhavananda clarifies that every section is assigned as a different yoga in light 

of the fact that every part, like yoga, "prepares the body and psyche". 

  What Does Gita instruct? It shows three things: Brahma – Vidya yam Yoga-sastre srikrishna arjuna-

samvade. It implies Theory, Practice, furthermore, Realization. The comprehension of hypothesis, practice 
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and acknowledgment may lead a person to adapt to everyday stressors of life. There is a hypothetical 

material science, commonsense material science and there is innovative execution of it.  

 

 Hypothetical Physics is the propelled conceptualization of the essential structure of physical reality, 

and with this understanding picked up through a methodological precise investigation of the constituents of 

matter, matter turns out to be increasingly amiable to deal with and moves us in the way of self-

acknowledgment. Our lives are pressure ridden. Be it stress emerging from occupations, vocation, 

connections or account. By and large, our morning begins with stressors and winds up with pressure. It is a 

horrendous cycle of pressure which is ceaseless. 

 The Bhagwad Gita is a key to all stresses and nerves which was spoken by Krishna in the clash of 

Kurukshetra-Mahabharat. Bhagwad Gita has handy and genuine utilization of everyday stressors a human 

faces in their everyday life. It can likewise be demonstrated by the way that, as the Bhagwad Gita was not 

written in any blessed place like sanctuary or Gurukul (University) rather it was spoken by Krishna in the 

field of Battle of Mahabharata. Subsequently it is very clear that the Bhagwad Gita is the reasonable 

utilization of the stressors, anxieties one faces in different circumstances of life. Gita's seven hundred brief 

sections give an authoritative manual for the study of self-acknowledgment. No other philosophical or 

religious work uncovers in such a clear and significant way, the nature of awareness, oneself, the universe 

and the supreme (Bhawuk, 2011). 

 The Bhagwad Gita consists of seven hundred shlokas verses in total. These 700 shlokas verses of the 

Bhagwad Gita shaped epitome of spirituality. As per the Bhagwad Gita, we as a human residing are 

particularly a spirit,a soul/atman or a cosmic recognition that manifested human form to work out its karma 

remove dross impurities within. The BhagwadGita meant accomplishing stage of enlightenment in one’s 

lifestyles time.The Bhagwad Gita is divided into eighteen chapters. The Sanskrit editions of the Gita named 

each chapter as a unique form of Yoga. 

• The first area is KARMA YOGA SECTION consisting of first six chapters. It is called as KARMA 

YOGA section as they mainly deal with the science of the man or woman recognition attaining 

communion with the final recognition thru actions. (In the fabric world, one who is unaffected by using 

some thing right or evil he may additionally obtain, neither praising it, nor despising it, is firmly 

fixed in best knowledge.) Bhawuk (2011) considered that “we see that the Bhagavad Gita defines the 

purpose of work – work is to be performed for its personal sake, not for its outcomes. This verse 

teaches us that an character ought to no longer suppose about the outcomes but rather must function his 

obligations besides attaching self from the materialistic world. 

• The second part is BHAKTI YOGA SECTION consisting of subsequent six chapters i.e. from chapter 

seven to chapter twelve. Bhakti Yoga area principally are pertaining with the science of Individual’s 

awareness reaching communion with the ultimate focus by means of the devotees. (The route of Devotion). 

• The 0.33 section is GYANA YOGA SECTION consisting of chapter thirteen to chapter eighteen. It is 

viewed with the science of person focus attaining communion with 

ultimate awareness thru intellect. 

Chapters of the Bhagwad Gita 

Arjuna – Visada Yoga: (The distress of Arjuna) includes 46 verses.Arjuna showed his fear and anxieties for 

battle and killing his own relatives and in the state of apprehensions fear & dejection. This is the 
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kind of worries, worry and dejection which we all face at some pointor the different in life. Krishna 

delivered the key to free from worriesin response to the Arjuna’s concern in the 2nd chapter. Here Krishna 

explained Arjuna that one should abide the work or duty which one has to operate and not be connected 

with its consequences. This will ead an character to perform his obligations stress free and responsibly. 

 Sankhya Yoga: (The Book of Doctrines- containing 72 verses.)This chapter explains the immortal 

nature of soul. This chapter is often regarded the summary of whole the Bhagwad Gita.In this 

chapter Krishna defined Arjuna that the physique is mortal the place as the soul is immortal and it is the soul 

which will go by using us. Therefore, we now not be connected with the body 

Karma Yoga: (The everlasting obligations of human being) containing43 verses – Krishna explains how 

performance of prescribed duties, but besides attachment to results, is the gorgeous path of action to Arjuna. 

Krishna defined Arjuna “That motion which is regulated and which is carried out except attachment without 

love or hatred, and except want for fruitive consequences is said to be in the mode of goodness. This is 

applicable not only for Arjuna but for all of us that we have to abide our responsibilities & roles besides any 

expectation of fruitful outcomes. 

Gyana Yoga: (Approaching the closing truth, containing 42 verses).In this chapter, Krishna displays that he 

has lived thru many births,always educating for the protection of the pious and the destruction of 

the impious. Thus, this chapter teaches us to differentiate between the pious and impious deeds and to guard 

the pious deeds and destroy the impious deeds in the society. Ghimre (2013) discusses that the 

actions which are carried out for the attainment of a variety of types of comforts, luxury, prosperity or joy 

have been referred to as Avidya and the actions carried out for the attainment of the Brahma (self-

actualization or soul realization) have been known as Vidya. It additionally tells us to gain enlightenment 

for the betterment of self and the world. 

Karma- Vairagya Yoga: (Action and Renunciation) containing 29 verses. The Krishna said in this chapter: 

The renunciation of work and work in devotion are both true for liberation. But, of the two, 

work in devotional service is better than renunciation of work. And by doing this one can gain peace and 

can for that reason continue to be away from any intellectual worries. Thus, it helps a man or woman to 

become religious and remain peaceable and happy. 

 

 Abhyasa Yoga or Dhyan Yoga: (The science of self-realizations)contains forty seven verses. Krishna 

describes the Ashtanga Yoga. He furthere lucidates the difficulties of the thinking and the strategies which 

the mastery of the thinking be gained. 

 Paramhamsa Vijnana Yoga: (Knowledge of the last truth)contains 30 verses. Krishna describes the 

absolute actuality is to free oneself from Maya (Materialistic desires). Here absolute reality meant 

union with God- which skill searching for and following the right path. Maya is (materialistic desires- which 

a human wishes to obtain which  is a purpose of one’s misery and stress in life.) By understanding 

how to balance lifestyles with religious and materialistic desires, one can reduce stress in existence and can 

cope effectively with stress arising from materialistic reasons. 

Aksara- Brahma Yoga: (Attainment of Salvation) carries 28verses. In this chapter, Krishna emphasizes 

significance of last thought before death, difference between material and spiritual worlds, and 

Lord stated the whole lot else is undecided but dying is sure to happen.Therefore, he preached that do all 

your Karma’s maintaining “death” in mind. So that human can follow path of righteousness which will 
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lead to ME (Krishna) and consequently store you and others from miser ie sand stresses. Bhawuk’s (2011) 

argument highlights that the BhagvadGita describes the possibility of a kingdom in which we can actually 

riseabove cognition, emotion, and behavior and provides karma yoga asa technique to gain this kingdom 

(state of salvation)” (p. 118). 

 Raj –Vidya-Guhya Yoga: (Confidential understanding of the ultimate truth) incorporates 34 verses. 

Krishna explains how is everlasting energy pervades, creates, preserves and destroys the complete universe. 

Krishna believed. This is royal knowledge, a royal secret, a supreme purifies, it appears that evidently 

intelligible, righteous (dharma), easy to practice &imperishable. It is the supreme authority and electricity 

past & above which there is no electricity or authority, for it is the participation in the knowing & energy of 

God. Thus, 9th chapter inspire us to recognize the God which skill to comply with the righteous route to 

understand self and God. This chapter explains following the righteous direction will ead to no longer only 

desirable karmas however will additionally decorate the great of life and overall nicely being. 

 Vibhuti Vistara Yoga: (The endless glories of the remaining truth.)contains 42 verses. Krishna is 

described here as the last cause of all fabric and religious existence. Krishna’s divine energies and 

opulence is supreme to all. This chapter explains that those who are Krishna’s devotees, who have full trust 

in Krishna’s opulence’s, mystic power derive top notch bliss and pride via enlightening one 

another and conversing about him. This devotional provider helps one to develop all exact characteristics in 

life and for this reason can show beneficial for the self as nicely for the society and is a properly confirmed 

for coping stress.Visvarupa – Darsana Yoga: (The vision of the ordinary form) 

contains fifty five verses. According to humble solicitation of Arjuna, The god-like Krishna has shown his 

Visvarupa for example "general structure", emanating the refulgence of thousands of Sun, containing every 

other being and material in presence. This verse meant 

that glory of Krishna (The God) is so soothing and amazing that just a glimpse of the God in meditation can 

makes us so positive and stress free. Bhakti Yoga: (The course of Devotion) carries 20 verses. Krishna 

glorifies the route of devotion to God. Krishna describes the process of devotional service. He said, a 

devotee who is pure, professional tolerant, self-controlled, equipoised, non-envious, free from false ego, 

friends and enemies is expensive to God. Thus, this chapter preaches us to in built good attributes which is 

subsequently not only going to help others but will decorate normal well-being and makes our lifestyles 

stress free. 

 Ksetra-ksetrajna Vibhaga Yoga: (The person and the ultimate consciousness) carries 35 verses. The 

difference between transient perishable physical body and immutable everlasting soul is described. 

Arjuna desired to understand about Prakriti (nature), Purusa (the enjoyer),Ksetra (the field), Ksetra-jna (the 

knower of the field), and jnana(knowledge). Krishna explains that the ksetra is the conditioned soul’sfield of 

undertaking of the body. Without it live both the residing entity and the supreme Lord, who are referred to 

as Ksetra-jna, the knowers of the field. Jnana, Knowledge, capacity perception of the physique & its knower 

(Dewey, 1916, as stated in Westbrook, 1993). Knowledge and understanding (Leaman, 2000) involves 

characteristics such as humility,non-violence, tolerance, cleanliness, self –control, absence of false ego, and 

even mindedness amid exceptional and unpleasant events. 

 Jnaya, the object of knowledge, is the supreme soul. Prakriti, nature, is the reason of all material 

motives and effects. The two purushas, or enjoyers, are the residing entity and the superb soul. A character 

who can see the individual soul and the supreme soul stay unchanged throughout quite a number sorts of 

appreciation the difference between the body and the knower of the body, and via grasp the process of 
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liberation from cloth bondage, one reaches the supreme goal and accordingly can understand stress 

management and coping from day to day stressors. 

 

 Gunatraya –Vibhaga Yoga: (The three traits of Material nature)contains 27 verses. The three modes 

of fabric nature are goodness, passion and ignorance. The mode of goodness illuminates. It frees 

one from all sinful reactions but stipulations one to a experience of happiness and knowledge. A man or 

woman influenced by means of the mode of passion is plagued by unlimited needs for boundless material 

enjoyment, especially sex pleasure. A individual in the mode of passion is never 

satisfied with the position he has already acquired. The mode of ignorance ability delusion. It fosters 

madness, indolence, laziness, and foolishness. A individual who transcends the three modes is steady 

in his behavior, aloof from the temporary material body, and equally disposed in the direction of friends and 

enemies. 

 Purusottama Yoga: (Realization of the final truth) consists of 20verses. Krishna also describes a 

symbolic tree (representing material existence), which has its root in the heavens and its foliage on earth. 

Krishna defined that this tree should be felled with the “axe of detachment”, after which one can go beyond 

to his supreme abode. Davisura –Sampad- Vibhaga Yoga: (The divine and demoniac 

nature defined). Krishna identifies the human features of the divine and the demonic nature. He counsels 

that to attain supreme destination one have to give up demonic traits such as lust, anger, and greed, discern 

between right and wrong action by means of discernment via 

 Buddhi (brain) and evidence from the scriptures. Bhawuk’s (2011)argument highlights that the 

Bhagvad Gita describes the possibility of a country in which we can honestly rise above cognition, emotion, 

and conduct and affords karma yoga as a procedure to gain this 

state (state of salvation)” (p. 118).Sraddhatraya – Vibhaga Yoga: (Religion via the threefold kinds 

of Faith) consists of 28 verses. Krishna qualifies the three divisions of faith, thoughts, deeds, and even 

consuming habits corresponding to the three modes. Researchers have reveled that faith, thoughts and good 

deeds are positively correlated with stress administration and adpting. Moksha –Sanyasa Yoga: (Religion 

via Deliverance and Renunciation) carries seventy eight verses. In this chapter, the conclusions of preceding 

seventeen chapters are summed up. Krishna asks Arjuna to abandon all varieties of dharma and in reality lay 

down unto him and describes this as last perfection of life. 

Conclusion 

Buddhi (brain) and evidence from the scriptures. Bhawuk’s (2011) In conclusion, the purport of this paper is 

no longer to discard any Western psychological treatments for the high quality management of stress and 

adpting but this paper is a strive to unfold light on an historical holy book: The Bhagwad Gita which has 

been forgotten by young generations and considers it as a non secular book only. With a upward jab in the 

number of psychotherapeutic techniques, coping stress management skills in the recent years, majority 

being eclectic, we hope for therapy models embedded in the wisdom of the Gita which may additionally add 

an additional content to western psychotherapies (Bhatia et al., 2013;Holmes & Gen, 2012; Kalra et al., 

2012; Mascaro, 1962 & 2003). In the Bhagavad Gita, a lot effort has been made to equate KarmaYoga, 

Gyan Yoga, and Bhakti Yoga. Ghimire (2013). For me, theBhagavad Gita is a surprising holy e book whose 

interpretation is beyond one’s capacity. One can get tremendous consequences from the Bhagavad Gita 

according to his/her level of grasp and faith. This paper is an try to furnish simple grasp of Gita in a 

simplified manner and all the eighteen chapters are summarized above for an easy understanding. 
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Application and appreciation of these verses in day to day hassles can honestly lead to happy, wholesome 

and stress free life and can be helpful as a coping mechanism for stressors of life. 
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